The Acoustic ENSBox [1] is an embedded platform which enables practical distributed acoustic sensing by providing integrated hardware and software support in a single platform. It provides a highly accurate acoustic self-calibration system which eliminates the need for manual surveying of node reference positions. In this paper, we present an Acoustic Laptop, that enables distributed acoustic research through the use of a less resource-constrained and more readily available platform. It runs exactly the same software and uses the same sensor hardware as the Acoustic ENSBox, but replaces the embedded computing platform with a standard laptop.
Introduction
Distributed acoustic sensing is one of the early and persistent challenges for distributed sensing. Approaches using coherent array processing, beamforming and Approximated Likelihood methods [2, 3, 4, 5] have applications in the scientific, military and commercial fields, for example tracking calls of animals or vehicles [6, 7] .
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Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. vestigate these areas has been somewhat slowed by the lack of an integrated platform to support rapidly deployable distributed acoustic sensing. In response to this, the Acoustic Embedded Networked Sensing Box (ENSBox) [1] has been developed to enable high quality distributed acoustic sensing for these applications. It provides the software and hardware to prototype, experiment with and deploy distributed acoustic sensing applications [5, 8] .
Any acoustic monitoring, detection or tracking application requires that the reference positions of observing nodes are known as accurately as possible; if these positions are poorly determined, then the estimates for the unknown acoustic sources will be adversely affected. The Acoustic ENSBox provides a sophisticated array self-calibration system that establishes precise positions and orientations: 5 cm average 2D position error and 1.5 degree average sub-array orientation error over a partially obstructed 80x50 m outdoor area [1] . In an ENSBox deployment there is no need to manually survey the positions of nodes to establish them as reference points, because the calibration system estimates the positions with high accuracy. This is critical in many environments where GPS cannot acquire lock, such as heavily forested areas.
The Acoustic ENSBox hosts a sensor board comprised of a four-microphone sub-array and speaker unit. The microphones are arranged in a tetrahedral configuration (12cm apart), and are connected to a four channel sound card that samples at rates of up to 48 KHz simultaneously on each channel. Through the Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) technique [9] , a network of ENSBoxes can be globally synchronized to within 10µs. This means events of interest detected by ENSBoxes can be easily correlated. These features provide good support for distributed acoustic sensing applications, as evidenced by a recent empirical study of collaborative source localization of marmots in their natural habitat [7] .
While the ENSBox is resource-rich in comparison to motes, application development can still be challenging. As a compliment to the Acoustic ENSBox platform, we developed the Acoustic Laptop; a version of the Acoustic ENSBox that runs on a standard laptop, sharing the same sensor sub-array and communication hardware. The Acoustic Laptop combines all of the features that make the Acoustic ENSBox desirable (sensor array, wireless network services, time synchronization and precise self-calibration) with the advantages of a laptop: a screen, more memory and disk, a fast processor with floating point, easy integration of other peripherals via Figure 1 . Left, the Acoustic Ensbox and right, the Acoustic Laptop using the same sensor array. The array is integrated into a 'Pelican' box which houses the battery compartment and optionally the Ensbox platform.
USB, broad availability and a large collection of packaged, pre-compiled software. This processing power allows on-line evaluation of intensive algorithms, enabling interactive experimentation and real-time analysis. However, the Acoustic Laptop is more cumbersome to deploy, and much less energyefficient and weather-resistant. A laptop-based system is unlikely to last more than about 3 hours on batteries, and the keyboard, fans and vents are more likely sources of mechanical failure in harsh conditions. As such it is suitable only for development, evaluation, system planning and brief pilot deployments-but the similarity of the two systems minimizes the effort required to switch back to the ENSBox for longer deployments. The Acoustic Laptop is not intended to replace the Acoustic ENSBox, but compliment it by providing an even less constrained and readily available rapid prototyping environment. The relative ease of adoption for researchers allows exploratory investigation and analysis of distributed sensing systems without requiring a full adoption of a specfic embedded platform. Because of the framework in which the software is developed, transferring to the embedded platform is a straightforward process.
In the rest of this paper we describe our experience building and using the Acoustic Laptop. Section 2 describes how the Acoustic Laptop is implemented. Section 3 describes two example applications for which it is well-suited. Section 4 describes the results of evaluating the performance of the ENSBox relative to Acoustic Laptops with varying hardware specifications.
The Acoustic Laptop
Building an Acoustic Laptop entails replacing the embedded processor in the ENSBox with an external laptop. The mechanical details and analog electronics of the ENSBox remain constant, connected to the laptop by an umbilical, as in Figure 1 . (all the required software is available for download, and all hardware for purchase). In this section we describe how this is accomplished.
Hardware Requirements
Any laptop with two free PCMCIA slots can be used for an Acoustic Laptop. The PCMCIA slots are used to accommodate an SMC networks 802.11b wireless card 1 and a Digigram VXPocket440 four-channel sound card 2 , both of which can be be bought off-the-shelf and used 'as-is'. These two PCMCIA cards are normally plugged into the ENSBox's embedded processor board; to use the laptop as the main processor, they are instead inserted into the laptop. The rest of the system, including the analog sensor board and the microphone sub-array, is used without modification.
Software Requirements
The software on the Acoustic ENSBox that supports both self-configuration and distributed sensing is built over Linux, based on the Emstar [10] framework. The Acoustic Laptop version is a direct recompilation of the ENSBox software for the x86 architecture. Since the software is identical, laptopbased nodes can interoperate with ENSBoxes.
We chose Ubuntu Dapper Drake 6.06 LTS as the Acoustic Laptop's Linux distribution of choice, due to its ease of installation and management of software packages, which made upgrading and patching drivers relatively easy. The Acoustic ENSBox runs a 2.6.10 Linux kernel, with custom patches for the sound and network card drivers, which had to be upgraded to be compatible with Dapper Drake's 2.6.15 kernel and drivers. This was achieved without a full kernel recompilation; the relevant ALSA and HostAP drivers are recompiled as external kernel modules.
The software patches we developed specifically for the Acoustic Laptop on the 2.6.15 Linux kernel are available as part of the standard Emstar checkout, and a comprehensive tutorial is provided to ease the installation process. As the system stabilizes, we plan to construct Debian packages.
Applications
Many applications of distributed acoustic sensing require responses in real-time. In embedded hardware, these computationally intensive algorithms typically require heavy optimization. In this section, we describe two applications that show how the Acoustic Laptop can speed development.
Acoustic Source Localization
The Acoustic ENSBox's capability to support distributed acoustic source localization has been demonstrated in [7] , where an on-line detector is used on each node to identify marmot calls and capture audio for analysis. All of this audio is consolidated to another machine, and off-line position estimates for the marmot calls are determined by identifying the combined direction of arrival (DoA) estimates from each node's audio recordings. The most likely DoA is determined using the Approximated Maximum Likelihood algorithm (AML) [2, 3, 4] .
Although the processing carried out by the on-line detector is not heavily optimized when compared to a mote implementation [8] , it is still optimized to fit the platform. Threequarters of the samples taken for analysis of a detection are discarded to reduce processing load (not to the detriment of the detector's performance). An implementation of the detector on the Acoustic Laptop would not have to enforce such an optimization, and hence would be suitable for early prototyping of similar (or very different) on-line detectors. The AML algorithm determines the DoA by assessing the likelihood of every possible angle from the acoustic signal could have arrived. This makes it so computationally expensive for the Acoustic ENSBox that a real-time implementation is unreasonable without heavy optimization. A laptop's processing power allows for on-line evaluation of AML, meaning the acoustic source can be analyzed in real time, and a position estimate determined on-line, enabling interactive experimentation.
We created a single-laptop AML visualizer by linking the on-line event detector to our implementation of the AML algorithm. The result of a detection and AML calculation was visualized as a polar plot on the laptop, in real-time. This prototype allowed us to debug our code and validate results rapidly, due to the real-time feedback of the system. From this, we prototyped an on-line version of the acoustic source localization system described in [7] , using a network of Acoustic ENSBoxes and laptops. We deployed five Acoustic ENSBox nodes running online acoustic event detectors, and an Acoustic Laptop acting as an AML-server, which was responsible for back-end processing. Upon detecting an acoustic event, each of the Acoustic ENSBoxes would send a 32Kb chunk of data back to the AML-server (via a TCP connection); this represented a window of 4096 16-bit samples from four channels at 48KHz (around 85ms). The server performed the AML calculations on behalf of the ENSBoxes, subsequently fusing all AML results together with position information to make a pseudo-likelihood map, as shown in Figure 2 .
The Acoustic Laptop allowed us to protoptye this system in an unconstrained manner, which allowed for a rapid exploratory development. A more optimized system for realtime AML evaluation would use a standard ENSBox as the AML-server. This ENSBox could be determined dynamically on each detection, depending on some arbitrary metric, for instance the ENSBox for which the signal was loudest (hence most likely nearest to the acoustic event).
Mote Localization
Node localization is an important, and ongoing research effort in WSNs. Attaching positional context to motes is important, especially if these positions are to be used as reference points for an application, such as seismic monitoring [11] or acoustic signal detection [5] . However, mote-class sensor nodes have hardware constraints in terms of processing capability, memory and ranging resources, so node localization based on acoustic ranging in such a constrained environment is not a trivial problem to solve.
To this end, acoustic node localization is commonly approached in a range-only context, where acoustic time of flight (ToF) distance estimates are taken between nodes and used as input to a localization algorithm, which may simply be a lateration calculation. There have been numerous practical investigations of acoustic ranging on the Mica2 [12, 13] , and Cricket [14, 15] platforms, although node positions are frequently calculated offline, with the exception of [15] .
The Acoustic Laptop can be used to provide a rapidly deployed, distributed surveying system, where the positions of nodes can be quickly established and recorded (either separately or in collaboration with the motes) and periodically rechecked.
If a mote can be equipped to emit a characteristic acoustic signal (or chirp), it can be identified by an on-line detector running on an Acoustic Laptop (as in the previous section). These mote chirps can be treated as unknown sound sources; a network of Acoustic Laptops can therefore combine the estimated directions of arrival of the chirp (from the AML algorithm) to see where they best converge to estimate the position of the mote.
Because the Acoustic Laptop network has tight time synchronization, time difference of arrival (TDoA) range information can also be determined by each Acoustic Laptop. The accuracy of TDOA estimates can be increased if a mote encodes some information in its acoustic chirp, such as a peusdo noise (PN) code, as in [16] . The signal identified by the online detector can be correlated with a reference code generated on the Acoustic Laptop.
Both of these applications have shown the benefits which come from having an x86 class platform for developing and and prototyping applications. In the next section we demonstrate the leap in processing power that using the Acoustic Laptop can provide for prototpying.
Experimentation
To help demonstrate that a less-constrained platform enchances, or is well suited to, prototyping, we compared the performance of the Acoustic Laptop and Acoustic ENSBox by measuring time taken to process a ranging 'chirp' sent from one 'master' node to two other nodes. Acoustic ranging between nodes is an important part of the self-calibration process in the Acoustic ENSBox and Laptop networks-it provides both direction of arrival and time of flight estimates between nodes, which are used in the computation of a relative coordinate system. The ranging process (described in more detail in [1] ) is indicative of intensive signal processing-it involves calculating the angle of arrival from the relative phase differences between the four microphones, as well as beamforming to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the pseudo-noise 'chirp' emitted by a node.
Method
In our experiments, two separate networks were set up, one for Acoustic Laptops and one for Acoustic ENSBoxes. Each network contained three nodes: a 'master', who was responsible for generating the chirp and for time synchronization; and two other nodes which received and processed the chirp. The acoustic software uses the RBS time synchronization service [9] to accurately synchronize nodes to microsecond accuracy, which is important for correlation of sampling in both acoustic source localization and self-calibration. In order to do this, RBS requires a minimum of three nodes in the network.
In our Acoustic ENSBox network, the hardware capabilities of each node are exactly the same -each node has 64MB RAM and an Intel PXA255 400 MHz processor, but in our Acoustic Laptop network, the two nodes are each different models of IBM Thinkpad, as described below:
• IBM Thinkpad T30 with 256 MB RAM and P4 2.00 GHz processor
• IBM Thinkpad 600X with 256 MB RAM and P3 500 MHz processor We performed two separate experiments, one for the Acoustic Laptops and one for the Acoustic ENSBoxes -in both cases, we used an Acoustic Laptop as the 'master' node (for consistency), with either two laptops or two Acoustic ENSBoxes to complete the network. The 'master' Acoustic Laptop was an IBM Thinkpad T30 with 128 MB RAM and a P4 2.00 GHz processor, set up in exactly the same way as the other Acoustic Laptops. All nodes used in the experiments were running the same version of the software (albeit compiled for different platforms).
In each of the networks, the master node sent n acoustic chirps, which the other two nodes received and processed to calculate distance estimates. We measured the time taken to process a chirp by taking a timestamp at the entry to the chirp processing function (responsible for coordinating the chirp processing), and again when it exits. To fairly compare processing times, we consider only successful range estimates made by the Acoustic Laptops and Acoustic ENSBoxes, as these constitute a full processing run. In an unsuccessful range processing iteration, only part of the calculation is carried out, which reduces the processing time. For both the Acoustic Laptops and Acoustic ENSBoxes, we compare the mean and median processing times of ten successful ranging estimates.
Discussion
The processing times shown in Table 1 were taken over 10 successful trials in each network. As expected, the Acoustic Laptops processed more quickly-the more powerful IBM T30 laptop (which is by no means top of the line by today's standards) showed a mean processing time of 0.23 seconds, and with the less powerful IBM 600x, a mean of was observed. Both of these mean processing times demonstrate near-real time processing. The Acoustic ENSBox platforms take around 20 seconds to complete their processing, at least 20 times longer than the Acoustic Laptops.
Intuitively, the difference in performance is to be expected. The results clearly show the difference in having more resources available to carry the load of the intensive signal processing, which the acoustic ranging implementation requires to achieve high accuracy. The processing times demonstrated by each Acoustic Laptop show they are suitable for on-line and real-time processing applications. For example, the Acoustic Laptop can easily be used to estimate ranges from a mobile node.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented the Acoustic Laptop, a version of the Acoustic ENSBox which can run on commodity hardware, and has minimal custom hardware requirements. We see this as a desirable feature which will widely enable distributed acoustic sensing research at a relatively low cost of adoption.
We have outlined the advantages of using the Acoustic Laptop as a rich prototyping environment with respect to applications, and demonstrated that the benefits gained by extra resources enable real-time and on-line intensive signal processing. This can enable a wider variety of evaluation and research, particularly with respect to real-time processing of data. The Acoustic Laptop's strengths lie in its value as a widely available prototyping platform, as its deployability make it an unsuitable replacement for more applicationoptimized, embedded solutions.
Platform developments
Currently, the Acoustic Laptop requires two PCMCIA slots, a luxury which is not commonly available in many new laptops on the market today, so to promote a wider usability across laptops, we would like to relax this restriction. One way to address this is to replace the PCMCIA network card with mini-PCI, the most common interface used for internal wireless cards. Since most modern cards no longer use the Prism-2 chipset, this requires porting the modifications required for synchronization support to a different driver. The most likely candidate is the MadWIFI driver, which supports most modern 802.11G chipsets. The PCMCIA sound card is somewhat more difficult to deal with-the audio server component in the ENSBox software is tightly integrated to the VXPocket440 in order to support tight synchronization with the sample stream. A firewire or USB sound card solution might be adapted, but off-the-shelf sound cards rarely implement the tight synchronization features that we need. Achieving sample-level syn-chronization is likely to require considerable integration work and possibly some external hardware modifications in order to achieve sample level synchronization.
Power is also inconvenient in our prototype, because the sensor board requires a separate battery source or external power supply. We are currently developing a re-spin of the sensor board that will include a USB slave port that will allow the sensors to be powered from the laptop's USB port.
Future work
We are in the process of using the Acoustic Laptop to prototype and investigate real-time, on-line collaborative source localization, and are currently integrating an on-line version of the AML algorithm. In addition to this, we are creating a visualization tool which can show a near real-time representation of the AML results for each node in the network. Following the successful integration of an on-line AML estimator, we plan to prototype real-time acoustic node localization, using the combination of AML and TDoA described in this paper.
We encourage interested researchers who wish to adopt the Acoustic Laptop platform to visit our cvs repository 3 and wiki page 4 where instructions on how to create Acoustic Laptops, as well as the software to support distributed acoustic sensing are freely available.
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